2004 chevy cavalier radio wiring diagram

Automotive wiring in a Chevrolet Cavalier vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to
identify due to the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time
consuming tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio,
car speakers, tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp,
car amplifier, mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car
audio wires for your Chevrolet Cavalier headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high
beam and save time. Also, find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse
light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Chevrolet
Cavalier car radio wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Cavalier car audio wiring diagrams, Chevrolet
Cavalier car stereo wiring diagrams, Chevrolet Cavalier car radio wiring schematics, Chevrolet
Cavalier car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend
countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Chevrolet Cavalier part or
component. Use of the Chevrolet Cavalier wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify
all wires, wire colors and diagrams before applying any information found here to your
Chevrolet Cavalier. If you would like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing
information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at
the bottom of this page. You can do this by using an Automotive Fuse Tester and making sure
all of your fuses are not blown. If all of your fuses are good, your Chevrolet Cavalier may have a
factory amp that needs to be turned on by your after market radio. The car radio amplifier
trigger wire has to be wired up to turn on your factory amplifier to output sound from your
speakers. Double check that your Chevrolet Cavalier amp turn on wire is connected. Hope this
helps. Good luck with your Chevrolet Cavalier stereo installation. I have installed a new radio in
my chevrolet cavalier. I checked all fuses and they are not blown. Sergiu, we are happy we
could help you with your Chevrolet Cavalier stereo wiring diagram needs. Did anyone find the
answer? So Adam, Chris, and Justin, did you figure out the 4 wires to 2 wires thing? I am
assuming they have something to do with the in dash lights but we are unsure where to splice
them??? Adam, most late model vehicles do not have rca outputs on the factory radio to feed
an audio signal to your aftermarket amplifier. You would have to install a line out converter to
supply an audio output. Here is the Line-Out Converter you need:. We suggest you invest in
some solid wire taps that wont come loose. These wire tap connectors will allow you to tap into
wires without cutting and installs in seconds by hand with no crimping or tools required. Good
luck. I want to hook up my ipod to my stereo, so is there a RCA port in the back of the stereo
that would connect to my ipod? Just like chris. I was wondering what the other 2 thats arnt
listed for each speakers would be used for and if they even need to be used. Elj, we are glad we
could help you with your Chevrolet Cavalier stereo wiring diagram needs. Steven, it sounds like
you blew out a fuse or two. Double check ALL your fuses and you will probably find a blown
fuse somewhere. Sometimes when you short out your radio fuse, other fuses may also blow
out. I connected the power wire from the radio to the orange wire from the car and the ground is
connected but still no power. What could it be? Your diagram lists only two wires per each rear
speaker but there are four per speaker. Mark, some late model vehicles require wiring up the
dimmer and illumination wires in order for the dash lights to work properly. And after
installation I am stuck with 2 left over wiresâ€¦purple and thin black. When I am driving and turn
on my stereo it kills the power to my hud. Rpm, fuel, speedo etc all lose power. Why could this
be? We hooked up a cd player in my cavalier and have all of the wires correct but the only
problem is when you cut the vehicle off the cd player dosent cut off with the car. When you cut
the car off and take out the keys you have to push the power button on the cd player before it
will cut off. Because we cannot find a memory wire i believe. Your email address will not be
published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to help the Modified Life
community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire diagram to our
resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. The radio
harness does not provide a switched power source. Run a wire to the fuse box for switched
power. Each component ought to be set and linked to other parts in particular manner.
Otherwise, the structure will not function as it should be. In order to make sure the electric
circuit is built correctly, Chevy Cavalier Stereo Wiring Diagram is needed. How can this diagram
help with circuit construction? The diagram provides visual representation of an electrical
structure. However, this diagram is a simplified version of the structure. It makes the procedure
for assembling circuit easier. The first element is symbol that indicate electrical component
from the circuit. A circuit is usually composed by several components. Another thing you will
come across a circuit diagram could be lines. Lines in the diagram show exactly how every
component connects to one another. The positions of circuit components are comparative, not

exact. The order is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only reveals where to
place component in a spot relative to other components within the circuit. One thing that you
must learn before studying a circuit diagram would be the symbols. Every symbol that is shown
on the diagram reveals specific circuit component. The most common elements are capacitor,
resistor, and battery. Additionally, there are other components such as floor, switch, engine,
and inductor. Occasionally, the wires will cross. Injunction of two wires is generally indicated by
black dot on the junction of 2 lines. There will be principal lines which are represented by L1,
L2, L3, etc. Colours can also be used to differentiate wires. Commonly, there are two chief kinds
of circuit links. The first one is called string link. Due to that the electrical current in each part is
similar while voltage of this circuit is complete of voltage in each component. Parallel
connection is much more complicated compared to show one. Unlike in string connection, the
voltage of every component is similar. It is because the element is directly connected to power
source. This circuit contains branches that are passed by distinct electrical current amounts.
The current joins together when the branches match. There are numerous items that an
engineer should focus on if drawing wirings diagram. To start with, the symbols used in the
diagram should be precise. It must represent the specific element necessary to build an
intended circuit. After the logo is wrong or uncertain, the circuit will not function because it is
supposed to. Meanwhile, the negative source emblem is put under it. The current flows from the
left to right. Besides that, diagram drawer is recommended to limit the amount of line crossing.
The line and element placement should be designed to lessen it. Because you can begin
drawing and translating Chevy Cavalier Stereo Wiring Diagram may be complicated undertaking
on itself. The information and tips which have been elaborated above should be a fantastic kick
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